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This invention relates to cooperative attach 
ments applicable to hospital or other beds. 
More particularly the invention relates to at 

stachments for handling invalids and patients re 
quiring medical attention. 
Among the benefits, and advantages of the in 

vention are the following. Patients may be han 
died. With greater facility and with less pain and 
discomfort. It enables attendants to shift a pa 
tient from one position lying on the bedding to a 
position above it so as to facilitate the use of 
Various accessories. Also, facilitates turning of a 
patient or invalid while in a reclining position so 
that the patient or invalid may rest on the bed 
iying on his or her right or left Side, back or : 
Stomach. It also enables attendants to readily 
carry a patient to or from the bed without an 
extra litter or stretcher. 
The nature of the-invention and its distinguish 

ing features and advantages will appear when the 
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following specification is readin conjunction with . 
the accompanying drawings, in which 

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of a bed selected 
to show the attachments of the present inven 
tion applied thereto by way of example. 

Fig.2 is a sectional view taken on the line 2-2 
of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on the line 3-3 
of Fig. 1, portions being broken away. 

Fig. 4 is a detail sectional view. 
Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken on the line 5-5 

of Fig. 4. W 
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of one of the at 

tachment guides, a portion thereof being broken 
a Way. 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a part of the 
bracket which supports the rocker arm. 

Fig. 8 is a plan view of the flexible stretcher. 
Fig. 9 shows a portion of the stretcher which 

receives one of the buttons of the rotatable frame, 
a portion of which is shown in Fig. 10. 
On reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3, it will be see 

there is shown a hospital bed to including a head 
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end f f, a foot end 2 and a mattress 3 supported 
by the Spring structure of any suitable type. 
In accordance with the invention the head end 
has an attachment or frame structure 4 ro 

tatably mounted thereon at the inside, suitable 
attaching means 5 consisting of a flanged block 
having an arbor 6. The block 5 is vertically 
slidable in a guide secured to the head end 
On the inside and centrally thereof, as shown in 
Fig. 3. A set screw 8 carried by the guide 7 
and extending through the head end if engages 
the block 5 to hold the structure 4 in any 
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Vertically adjusted position. The structure is 
Substantially Semi-circular and has a Series of 
buttons or the like 9 thereon. The frame struc 
ture is adapted to receive the arbor 6 projecting 
through it and a Wing-nut 20 in threaded en 
gagement with the arbor serves for retaining the 
frame structure 4 in the desired angular posi 
tion of adjustment. The arbor 6 is disposed 
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the bed. 
Handles 2 on the structure il Serve for turning 
it. On the arbor 6 into different positions of "ad 
justment when the nut 2 is loosened. 

Also in accordance With the invention a second 
attachment is Secured to the foot 'end 2 to co 
operate with the frame structure . This 
Second attachment includes a frame structure 
22 substantially similar to the structure 4. The 
structure 22 is mounted for adjustment on an 
axis paralleling the longitudinal axis of the bed 
and also in an arc toward and away from the 
structure 4 on a horizontal axis disposed at a 
right angle to the longitudinal axis of the bed. 
This is accomplished by the use of an angular 
arn 23 having an arcuate portion 24 and a por 
tion 25. The loweriend of the portion 25 is pivot 
ally connected, as at 26 with the lower end of a 
flanged bracket 27 vertically adjustable in a guide 
28 Secured to the foot end 2. A set screw 29 
-carried by the bracket 27 engages in one of the 
holes or dents 30 in the guide 28 to secure the 
bracket in the desired vertically adjusted position. 
The bracket 2 has a guide 3 for the arcuate 
portion 24, the latter extending through said 
guide 3 as shown. The underside of the airn 

is portion 24 has gear teeth 32 which mesh. With a 
gear 33 mounted to rotate in the guide 3. The 
gear 33 meshes with a reducing pinion 34 fast on 
a shaft: 35 Supported by the guide 3A. A pivoted 
pawl 36 On the guide 3 is engageable with a 
notched disk 37 connected with the shaft of the 
gear 33 to prevent the arm 23 from moving out 
of an adjusted position. The shaft 35 has a crank 
handle 38 for turning the shaft 35 and its pinion 
34. The frame structure 22 is rotatably mounted 
On the inner end of the arcuate portion 24. A 
Wing-nut 40 in threaded engagement with said 
portion 24 serves to clamp the structure 22 in 
different angular positions of adjustment with 
respect to Said portion 24. The structure 22 has 
a Series of Spaced buttons 4 like the buttons 9. 
Handles 42 on the structure 22 serve for adjusting 
it as stated. 
In accordance with another feature of this 

invention use is made of a stretcher 43 for carry 
ing and placing a patient or invalid on the mat 
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tress 3 of the bed. The stretcher 43 is also 
adapted to be connected with the structures 4 
and 22 for the purpose of shifting the patient 
or invalid from one position lying on the mat 
tress or bedding to a position above it, and also 
for turning the patient or invalid so that the 
patient or invalid may rest on the mattress lying 
on his or her right or left side, back or stomach. 
The Stretcher 43 is made of stout fabric or other 
Soft flexible material. It has reinforced hand 
holds 44 at the four corners. A flap 45 is held 
in a closed position in an opening in the stretcher 
by a suitable slide fastener 46, and the flap may 
be opened to enable the use of various accessories 
for obvious purposes when the stretcher is ele 
Wated in a taut or stretched condition. The 
Stretcher has a series of keyholes 47 in each of 
the reinforced end portions to receive the buttons 
9 and 4 on the frame structures 4 and 22, 

respectively. 
With the patient on the stretcher while on the 

bed, the stretcher may be engaged with the but 
tons 9 and 4. The patient may then be ele 
wated by releasing the pawl 36 and then turning 
the crank handle 38. This causes the stretcher 
43 to become taut and being anchored at the 
opposite ends to the structures it and 22, the 
patient is Sustained in an elevated position above 
the mattress. In Fig. 1 the dot-and-dash lines 
48 indicate the stretcher 43 taut; the dot-and 
dash lines 49 indicate the stretcher 43 slack con 
tacting the mattress; and the dot-and-dash lines 
50 indicate the stretcher 43 detached from the 
structures f4 and 22 and lying on the mattress 3. 

Additional buttons 5 on the structures 4 and 
22 may be provided to retain the stretcher 43 
flatWise horizontally to enable attendants or a 
doctor to readily perform special operations on 
the patient. The buttons f9 and 4 retain the 
stretcher 43 like a hammock to keep the patient 
from rolling off the bed. However, by adjusting 
the structures 4 and 22 the patient may be 
turned to lie on one side or the other. 

It is to be understood that the invention is not 
restricted to the precise provision and arrange 
ment of parts shown and described, as details 
of construction may be modified and rearranged 
Without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion, the scope of which is limited only by the 
terms of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. The combination with a bed, of cooperative 

frame structures, means mounting one of said 
Structures on the head end of the bed for adjust 
ment about an axis paralleling the longitudinal 
axis of the bed, means mounting the other of 
Said structures on the foot end of the bed for 
adjustment about an axis paralleling the longi 
tudinal axis of the bed and also for movement in 
an arc toward and away from Said head end, a 
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4. 
stretcher consisting of a panel of stout flexible 
material having the opposite ends thereof con 
nected with Said frame structures respectively, 
and means to fixedly secure each of said frame 
Structures with respect to the bed. 

2. The combination with a bed, of a patient 
Sustaining stretcher made of flexible material, 
means. On the foot and head ends of the bed to 
Which the opposite ends of said stretcher are 
connected, said means including a frame con 
nected with one of said ends of the stretcher 
adjustable to a position to elevate the stretcher 
While Sustaining a patient with respect to the 
bed bottom, and said frame also being adjustable 
to lower the stretcher onto said bed bottom while 
Sustaining the patient. 

3. Bed attachments for raising, lowering and 
turning a patient, comprising foot and head end 
frames, means for rotatably supporting the head 
end frame on a bed, a bracket adapted to be 
fixedly Secured to the bed, a pivoted arm on the 
bracket, means rotatably supporting the foot end 
frame on Said arm, means connected with the 
frames operable to adjust each of said frames 
about its axis of rotation, means to secure each 
frame in the adjusted position, power applying 
means on the bracket and the arm to cause piv. 
otal movement of Said arm to raise and lower 
the foot end frame, means to secure the arm in 
its adjusted position, an oblong stretcher of flexi 
ble material, and coacting means on said frames 
and stretcher detachably connecting the stretcher 
With the frames. 

4. Bed attachments as set forth in claim 3, 
Wherein each of Said frames is Substantially semi 
circular. 

5. Bed attachments as set forth in claim 3, 
Wherein the pivot of said arm is disposed hori 
Zontally and at a right angle to the longitudinal 
axis of the bed. 

6. Bed attachments as set forth in claim 3, 
Wherein Said power applying means comprises a 
portion of Said arm which is arcuate and has gear 
teeth, a rotatably mounted shaft carried by said 
bracket, gearing operated by said shaft and mesh 
ing With Said teeth, and a crank connected with 
Said shaft to rotate it. 
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